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11Introduction

12All four papers in this issue of ijCSCL problematize collaborative processes, as they play out
13differently depending on contextual factors. This problematization is related to three areas: 1)
14differences among the collaborating participants, who exhibit preferences and biases based on
15prior experience, 2) the variety of forms of small-group regulation, and 3) the ways collabo-
16ration plays out across activities and layers in the classroom.
17There is a paradox in the analysis: We know that social interaction between multiple
18participants can facilitate shared understanding of the task and of task-related processes, and
19we know that this shared understanding is generally a necessary condition for accomplishing
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20collaborative tasks. However, it is hard to characterize the formal and intentional settings that
21evoke such productive interactional processes. Why is it so tricky to analyze? The four papers
22in this issue shed light on this paradox.

23Collaboration and multi-touch tables

24Computer support for collaborative problem solving is a defining CSCL theme. The
25questions raised about this theme have varied depending on the type of computer support
26being investigated. In the study by Inga M. Bause, Trina R. Brick, Ann-Kathrin
27Wesslein, and Friedrich W. Hesse, participants use a collaboration-support kit to perform
28a task at a multi-touch table. The authors use a classical experimental design that is
29commonly used in social psychology – the so-called hidden-profile paradigm (Schulz-
30Hardt and Mojzisch 2012; Deiglmayr and Spada 2010) – to test how table-top features
31support information sharing.
32Bause et al. emphasize in the paper that collaboration is involved in almost all workplaces,
33which means that we must coordinate and collaborate to accomplish work in the complex
34environments in which we are located. However, as the research in ijCSCL has shown, not all
35conditions and tools lead to productive and efficient collaboration. One of the most important
36problems with computer support in collaborative settings is fostering mutual understanding,
37which is variously labeled common knowledge, common ground, inter-subjectivity, and
38shared understanding, to name a few relevant concepts. The underlying rationale is obvious,
39but not trivial: if participants do not agree on the framing and direction of the problem solving,
40they cannot even communicate effectively. Using a multi-touch table can improve collabora-
41tion, because the external representations support participants’ reasoning processes by making
42them visible and shared, thereby facilitating joint thinking.
43The Bause et al. study uses as its analytic stance the PISA framework, which
44emphasizes the relevance of establishing and maintaining shared understanding for
45collaborative problem solving. The study tests if a collaboration tool kit that comprises
46joint and private table-top spaces would support collaboration by reducing biases from
47individual preferences or from the discussion process. In detail, the study observes
48discussion intensity and discussion bias at the group level and information-processing
49intensity and evaluation bias at the individual level. The study includes 54 triads of
50university students from different fields of knowledge.
51The study’s results show that the collaboration kit helped to overcome previous preferences
52and discussion biases. The group that worked with these kits outperformed the others and
53showed less biased communication and more collaborative processes. Those in the treatment
54group were able to adjust their use of task-relevant interaction processes. This result is in line
55with the results of a number of studies using multi-touch tables (Higgins et al. 2011; 2012).
56Cress et al. (2011) found the provision of such private and shared spaces on a multi-touch table
57can even support the collaboration of pupils with mental disabilities.
58The Bause et al. study makes an important contribution to CSCL research by providing
59insights into collaborative problem-solving at a rather fine-grained level. The PISA framework
60(OECD 2017) may be used to scaffold CSCL research, as it provides a clear conceptual
61framework for the processes that have to be considered. This may help us to understand the
62differences among various forms of computer support in order to explain the conditions under
63which computational support may be beneficial, for what, and in which ways.
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64Various forms of regulation

65Forms of regulation are a central issue in CSCL. Regulation can be supported by the
66computational tool itself, by the individual, or by social interaction (see Järvelä et al. 2016,
67for a recent overview). You Su, Yanyan Li, Hening Hu, and Carolyn P. Rosé explored self- and
68social-regulation of college students studying English as a Second Language (ESL) during
69wiki-supported collaborative reading activities. The 16-week study included 60 Chinese
70college students who worked in groups. While various forms of regulation have been studied
71in many domains in CSCL, less attention has been paid to regulation among students learning
72a second language. Most often, regulation has been conceptualized as self-regulation and the
73individual has been the unit of analysis. Su et al. take a different stance, advocating the need to
74study regulation processes using the inter-personal level as the starting point and focusing on
75the interdependency between individual action and social context. Recent regulation research
76has included analysis of self-regulation, co-regulation, and social regulation (Järvelä et al.
772016). Analysis on all three of these levels is also the aim of the Su et al. study.
78The study’s empirical context is a wiki-environment in which the students engaged in
79“literature circles,” which are peer-led reading groups that aim to enhance students’ literacy
80skills. Each student is assigned a specific role in his or her group and was encouraged to share
81ideas, feelings, questions, connections, and judgements about the texts used.
82The main source of content for the sequential analysis was data from the chat log. Su et al.
83used three different coding schemes for data analysis: coding for social intentionality; coding
84for processes, including planning, monitoring, regulating, and evaluating; and coding for
85emotions, task dimensions, and the organization of the activities. The results show that
86students are able to participate in groups and engage in social regulation, but that they struggle
87with content regulation. The high-performing group was able to participate in content regula-
88tion through cognitive activities, including checking, elaborating on, revising, and improving
89the responses of other group members. In the regulation literature, content regulation is viewed
90as the main indication of more advanced cognitive performance. The study confirms this
91finding in the area of second-language learning. The high-performing group had more
92advanced bidirectional patterns between different forms of regulation. The low-performing
93group used only self-regulation when working with the content. In addition, the high-
94performing group was able to regulate and change its action as part of organizing the activities,
95including monitoring the process and content, while the low-performing group was more
96repetitive in its actions and did not change its way of organizing its work. The results from this
97study extend previous CSCL research in this area and provide designers and teachers with new
98insight into how the environment can support students’ work and into the ways in which
99teachers may need to intervene in student groups to make sure that they engage in advanced
100cognitive activities (Furberg 2016).
101In a second paper also focusing on regulation, the study by Marcela Borge, Yann Shiou
102Ong, and Carolyn P. Rosé provides new insights into the understanding of group regulation. In
103their paper, “Learning to monitor and regulate collective thinking processes,” they propose a
104framework to help students improve collaborative knowledge-building processes in small
105groups. This framework builds on two principles. The first is that the individual work that
106students do needs to become part of their collaborative work and to be synthesized as they
107develop shared meaning. This means that the students need to identify whether there are any
108substantial differences among them regarding how they solve a task. Many CSCL studies have
109shown that this is a serious challenge because cognitive differences and socio-emotional stress
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110are identified as major elements in many collaborative efforts. The second principle is that the
111collective knowledge produced needs to be negotiated through communication processes. This
112study assumes that communication patterns will affect how participants involve themselves in
113the collaboration. Communication patterns activate specific forms of collaboration and cogni-
114tion. While other studies have focused mostly on awareness and planning, Borge et al. focus
115on how regulation plays out in activities over time.
116Thirty-seven university students who were taking an introductory class in information
117sciences and technology participated in this 16-week study. The design of the environment
118involved students’ use of rubrics to score how their group worked together. The rubric scores
119were also used in small-group discussions. Participants were grouped into two conditions:
120future-thinking and evidence-based. Students in the future-thinking condition were asked to
121score each micro-communication pattern and provide the group with a strategy to improve one
122aspect of the process in the next session. Students in the evidence-based condition were asked
123to score each micro-communication pattern and provide evidence from the session to support
124their own score. In other words, the future-thinking participants were asked to focus on
125improving their knowledge of socio-metacognitive strategies, and the evidence-based ones
126were asked to focus on the existing communication processes. These two conditions should be
127viewed as ways of scripting the students’ collaborative efforts.
128The study’s results show that these scripts influence students’ collaborative efforts over
129time. The evidence-based conditions helped students to develop their capacity to see collab-
130orative processes as products of their own thinking that can be improved upon. This improve-
131ment is dependent on socio-metacognitive sense making, and plays out as part of the
132regulatory processes. The study shows that more high-quality discussion took place in the
133groups using the evidence-based condition. Borge et al. emphasize that in this condition
134students had to pay attention to identify how group members differ in their contributions.
135This stimulated regulatory processes for themselves and for the entire group. So, similar to the
136other studies in this issue, this study corroborates the finding that the establishment and
137maintenance of common ground is a necessary condition for solving a problem collaboratively
138(Järvelä Q22016).

139Individual actions, group processes and collective activities in the classroom

140A core focus in studying CSCL from a socio-cultural stance is the idea of analyzing how
141actions, group processes and collective activities in the classroom are interwoven and mediate
142each other. Collaborative learning is constituted through actions and activities that are depen-
143dent upon (a) the actors’ own knowledge and learning trajectories; (b) their interaction with
144each other and the social setting, which introduces both historical elements and current/future
145challenges. An example of a historical element is the specific organization of a knowledge
146domain. An example of a current/future challenge is the use of software as a resource for the
147students and the teacher. Tobin White’s study of connecting levels of activity with classroom
148network technology contributes a theoretical and methodological stance and robust empirical
149analysis of students’ and teachers’ learning processes in the domain of mathematics. The study
150uses an experimental design to test specific resources for improving students’ learning. White
151addresses how students solve mathematical problems by using digital tools: Terms and
152Operations, which are used with polynomial expressions; and Graphing in Groups, which
153enables joint manipulation of linear functions.
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154White analyzes how the connected levels play out in the classroom. In CSCL studies, a
155number of authors have addressed the issue of multiple levels or planes (Damsa 2014; Furberg
156et al. 2013; Furberg 2016; Ludvigsen and Arnseth 2017; Stahl 2013a), and this issue has also
157been a theme in editorials (Stahl 2012, 2013b; Stahl et al. 2014). Connecting levels in the
158socio-cultural stance originates with the idea that human development and learning are based
159on the interdependencies among microgenesis, ontogenesis, and sociogenesis. Rogoff (1995)
160labeled these as personal, interpersonal, and institutional planes of analysis, implying that an
161empirical analysis may focus on one plane, but it does so with the understanding that actions
162emerge as parts of interrelated planes. It is important to note that the three interdependent
163layers have analytic distinctions that we can use to perform a differentiated analysis of social
164practices. Some of the key concepts used in analysis – including mediation, appropriation and
165emergence – have the potential to be used across levels. When students express themselves in a
166domain, their utterances become part of the collaboration and can be transformed into
167resources for the institutional activity.
168Historically, classrooms have been connected to knowledge through textbooks. Today,
169digital infrastructures and representational technologies connect students and teachers to
170multiple worlds and forms of knowledge, making the connection between levels more
171complex than before, but increasing the opportunities for students to share and participate
172simultaneously in classroom activities. This increased complexity of the connection between
173levels makes the classroom more complex for both students and teachers.
174White’s study contributes to the CSCL field by shedding light on how students learn and
175what they learn in complex ecosystems that include digital infrastructures and tools, and about
176collaborative efforts in an institutional setting. The interdependencies among the three levels
177are integral to the conditions for student learning.

178The squib - one framework to rule them all?

179In the squib, associate editor Nikol Rummel takes a stance about the status of the eight
180provocations for the field put forth by Wise Q3and Schwarz (2017). She argues that though they
181emphasize different important dimensions in the CSCL field, they don’t really develop a new
182position that could serve as common premises for the field. Accordingly, Rummel argues and
183presents a taxonomy that could serve as framework for CSCL work in the future. The
184taxonomy is an interesting contribution to the ongoing discussion about how to improve
185CSCL research by developing opportunities for a shared agenda.
186
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